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Arienne Malekmadani, MD 
UCSF School of Medicine 
Scripps Chula Vista Family Medicine Residency Program, 
class of 2023 

Arienne grew up in the Bay Area and was raised by a loving and 
goofy family of Iranian immigrants.  

After college, she worked for the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention and various community health organizations in 
NYC. Her work in public health inspired her commitment to 
integrating clinical care with systems change. Arienne then 
returned to the Bay Area to study medicine at UCSF and join the PRIME-US family. Her time at UCSF 
focused on partnering with marginalized communities and promoting primary care through her work 
with White Coats 4 Black Lives, Primary Care Progress, PRIME and the Society for Women in Medicine. 
She was awarded the Vanderryn and MacKenzie Awards for primary care.  

In residency, Arienne was part of the Maternal Health Area of Concentration and resident leader for 
RPrIDE (Residents Promoting Inclusion, Diversity and Equity). She was awarded a grant through the 
Scripps Center for Health Equity and the inaugural Lemon Grove-McKennett award for her work 
reducing bias in maternal toxicology testing practices. She is excited to be able to continue this 
important work and further her passion for women’s health and reproductive justice during her 
Maternal Health fellowship.  

In her free time, Arienne enjoys the beach and ocean, spending quality time with her loved ones, 
reading novels and enjoying various combinations of bread and cheese. 

Nery Guerrero, MD 
Contra Costa Family Medicine Residency Program, class of 2023 

Nery is proud to be a First-Gen Grad, Mexican-American, and a 
Latina in Medicine. She calls The Rio Grande Valley in South 
Texas home. She came to California searching for family 
medicine training as well as reproductive health and abortion 
training and found another home in CCRMC. Now, she is excited 
to be part of the Chula Vista family to continue to learn, train and 
teach what she is passionate about. Her areas of interest are in 
mental health, reproductive justice and, of course, prenatal
care.  

In her free time, she enjoys running with good music in the background, writing, and dancing 
cumbias and bachata. But most evenings, she is hanging out with her dogs or watching shows while 
enjoying chips. 


